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We describe the development of depth-graded W/Si multilayer films prepared by magnetron
sputtering for use as broad-band reflective coatings for hard x-ray optics. We have used specular and
nonspecular x-ray reflectance analysis to characterize the interface imperfections in both periodic
and depth-graded W/Si multilayer structures, and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
~TEM! and selected area electron diffraction~SAED! to characterize the interface structure and
layer morphology as a function of depth in an optimized depth-graded multilayer. From x-ray
analysis we find interface widths in the ranges50.275– 0.35 nm for films deposited at low argon
pressure~with a slight increase in interface width for multilayers having periods greater than;20
nm, possibly due to the transition from amorphous to polycrystalline metal layers identified by TEM
and SAED!, and somewhat larger interface widths~i.e., s50.35– 0.4 nm! for structures grown at
higher Ar pressures, higher background pressures, or with larger target-to-substrate distances. We
find no variation in interface widths with magnetron power. Nonspecular x-ray reflectance analysis
and TEM suggest that the dominant interface imperfection in these films is interfacial diffuseness;
interfacial roughness is minimal (s r;0.175 nm) in structures prepared under optimal conditions,
but can increase under conditions in which the beneficial effects of energetic bombardment during
growth are compromised. X-ray reflectance analysis was also used to measure the variation in the
W and Si deposition rates with bilayer thickness: we find that the W and Si layer thicknesses are
nonlinear with the deposition times, and we discuss possible mechanisms responsible for this
nonlinearity. Finally, hard x-ray reflectance measurements made with synchrotron radiation were
used to quantify the performance of optimized depth-graded W/Si structures over the photon energy
range from 18 to 212 keV. We find good agreement between the synchrotron measurements and
calculations made using either 0.3 nm interface widths, or with a depth-graded distribution of
interface widths in the ranges50.275– 0.35 nm~as suggested by 8 keV x-ray and TEM analyses!
for a structure containing 150 bilayers, and designed for high reflectance over the range 20 keV
,E,70 keV. We also find for this structure good agreement between reflectance measurements
and calculations made for energies up to 170 keV, as well as for another graded W/Si structure
containing 800 bilayers, designed for use above 100 keV, where the peak reflectance was measured
at E5212 keV to beR576.564% at a graze angle ofu50.08°. © 2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~00!04013-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

Depth-graded multilayer structures developed in recent
years for use as broad-band x-ray reflective coatings are now

finding application in instrumentation for synchrotron radia-
tion, and in particular for high-energy astrophysics. Indeed,
depth-graded multilayers are the enabling technology for a
new generation of hard x-ray astronomical telescopes, in-
cluding those being developed for the HEFT1 and In-Focus2a!Electronic mail: windt@astro.columbia.edu
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balloon instruments and the Astro-G and Constellation-X
satellite instruments.3 These new telescopes, operating at
photon energies greater than 20 keV, will provide an im-
provement in sensitivity by a factor of;1000 or more over
previous ~nonfocusing! instruments, and will undoubtedly
lead to a number of important astronomical discoveries.

In a depth-graded multilayer structure the layer thick-
nesses vary with depth into the film stack, such that each
bilayer is effectively tuned to a different x-ray wavelength, in
order to achieve broad-band reflectance. Depth-graded
multilayer structures are particularly effective in the hard
x-ray region (E.20 keV) where hundreds or even thousands
of bilayers can be used, in principle, as a result of the low
absorption and consequently high penetration depth in the
film at these energies. However, the performance of such
structures depends critically on the achievable level of inter-
face perfection: deviations from atomically smooth and
chemically abrupt interfaces, i.e., interfacial roughness and
interfacial diffuseness, respectively, will reduce the reflection
coefficients at the interfaces, thereby reducing the overall
reflectance of the multilayer stack. Interface imperfections
can result from a variety of material- and/or growth-
dependent mechanisms, including the formation of mixed-
composition amorphous interlayers by diffusion or by mix-
ing due to energetic bombardment during growth, and
roughness resulting from surface stress or from low adatom
surface mobility. Promising material combinations found to
have relatively small interface imperfections and suitable for
use in depth-graded x-ray multilayers include Pt/C,4 Cu/Si,5

and W/Si;6–8 depth-graded W/Si multilayers, which have al-
ready been found to have good performance up to;70 keV,
are the subject of the work described here.

The structure and properties of periodic W/Si multilay-
ers have been investigated previously. In particular, Shih and
Stobbs9 used Fresnel contrast electron microscopy to esti-
mate that the interface widths were of order 1.2 nm in a
sputtered W/Si multilayer having a period of 2.3 nm.10

Hasanet al.,11 using both x-ray reflectance and energy dis-
persive spectroscopy, found evidence for significant re-
sputtering of Si during W deposition~but no evidence for
re-sputtering of W during Si deposition! in periodic W/Si
multilayers having a range of layer thicknesses, and prepared
by magnetron sputtering under various deposition conditions
~i.e., magnetron power, substrate temperature, etc.!. They at-
tribute re-sputtering and the formation of amorphous W–Si
interlayers to energetic bombardment during growth: their
data are consistent with a two-stage process in which atoms
from the most recently deposited Si layer are first transported
through the growing W layer to the instantaneous film sur-
face, and are then removed by collisions with energetic at-
oms ~i.e., W adatoms, Ar ions, and especially neutral Ar
atoms reflected from the W target! striking the surface. They
suggest that Si can continue to be removed as long as W is
being deposited, but the rate of removal decreases as the
distance which the Si atoms must travel through the W layer
to the surface increases, i.e., Si is removed effectively only
for W layer thickness less than;1.0–1.5 nm. A number of
other structural and stability studies of periodic W/Si multi-
layers have been reported as well;12–20 of particular interest

here are the small interface widths (s;0.3 nm) determined
from x-ray scattering measurements in 1.5-nm-period multi-
layers reported by Vidal and Marfaing,14 and in periodic
multilayers of various periods reported by Saldittet al.19,20

In this work we have used specular and nonspecular
x-ray reflectance analysis to characterize the interface imper-
fections in both periodic and depth-graded W/Si multilayer
structures. We have also used high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy~TEM! and selected area electron dif-
fraction ~SAED! to characterize the structure and morphol-
ogy as a function of depth in an optimized depth-graded
multilayer, and we report on the high-energy x-ray reflec-
tance of depth-graded W/Si structures measured using syn-
chrotron radiation over the photon energy range 18–212
keV. The deposition and characterization techniques are de-
scribed in Sec. II, while our experimental results are pre-
sented in Sec. III. We interpret these results in Sec. IV, and
conclude in Sec. V with a summary of our findings and their
significance, particularly with regard to the development of
hard x-ray telescopes for high-energy astrophysics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND DATA ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUES

Multilayer films were grown on polished, 100-mm-thick,
76-mm-diam Si~100! wafers by dc magnetron sputtering in
argon of 99.998% purity using a deposition system that has
been described previously.21 Films for high-energy synchro-
tron reflectance measurements were deposited~in the same
system! onto superpolished, 1-cm-thick, 76-mm-diam
Si~100! substrates~supplied by General Optics22!. The indi-
vidual W and Si layer thicknesses in periodic and depth-
graded multilayers are adjusted by varying the computer-
controlled rotational velocity of the substrate platen, which
faces downward, as it rotates over the two 50-cm-
long39-cm-wide planar magnetrons~using targets of
99.95% purity W and 99.9% purity Si! that are mounted
along the diagonal of the square vacuum chamber and which
face upward. The distance from the target to the substrate
surface is adjustable, and was set in the range 7.5–11.5 cm,
as discussed in Sec. III. The deposition times required to
produce specific layer thicknesses were determined from de-
tailed rate calibrations, also discussed in Sec. III. The sub-
strate temperature was neither measured nor controlled dur-
ing deposition.

The argon pressure was controlled during deposition us-
ing a closed-loop feedback system incorporating a mass-flow
controller and a capacitance manometer; except where oth-
erwise noted, the cryopumped vacuum system reached a
background pressure of the order of 5.031027 Torr prior to
deposition, and the argon pressure was fixed during deposi-
tion at 1.5060.01 mTorr. The power applied to each magne-
tron was held constant during deposition, and we have inves-
tigated multilayer films deposited at various power settings
as discussed below.

Samples for electron microscopy were prepared by ion
milling at liquid N2 temperature to prevent any beam heating
which might result in re-crystallization and/or re-growth of
any amorphous or fine grained polycrystalline layers in the
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film. Ion milling was done using a Gatan Duo ion mill with
5 keV Ar atoms at a total beam current of 1mA and a
sputtering angle of 15°. Preferential milling at an angle of
30° on either side of the glue line~M-bond 610 epoxy, cured
for 24 h at room temperature! was performed by slowing the
rotation of the specimen to 2 rpm, compared to the 10 rpm
used outside this region. Final cleaning of the samples was
done using 2.5 keV Ar~total current;1 mA!.

TEM and SAED measurements were made using a
JEOL-4000 high-resolution transmission electron micro-
scope operating at 400 keV; this instrument has a point-to-
point resolution of 0.16 nm. Large area cross-sectional im-
ages of a depth-graded multilayer film were obtained under
medium magnification~;100k3!, while through focus im-
ages on either side of Scherzer defocus~220 nm!, as well as
SAED data, were acquired at high resolution.

Specular and nonspecular x-ray reflectance measure-
ments were made using a four-circle diffractometer with a
rotating anode Cu x-ray source and a pyrolytic graphite
monochromator tuned to the CuKa line at 8.04 keV (l
50.154 nm). The angular resolution of the diffractometer
was;0.02°. Fits to the x-ray data, performed with the IMD
software package,23 were used to determine layer thicknesses
and interface parameters.

Specular reflectance measurements were made inu–2u
geometry over the range from 0,u,8°. The measured re-
flectance data are compared with a calculation made using an
algorithm based on recursive application of the Fresnel equa-
tions. The modified Fresnel coefficient formalism24 is used to
account for the effects of interface imperfections, and both
the reflection and transmission coefficients were modified at
each interface. The effects of interfacial roughness and dif-
fuseness are indistinguishable by specular reflectance mea-
surements, and so the interface can be characterized simply
in terms of an interface profile function parameterized by the
interface widths. Thus the Fresnel reflection (r i j ) and trans-
mission (t i j ) coefficients at the interface between thei th and
j th layers are modified according to the formulas first de-
rived by Nevot and Croce,25

r i j8 5r i j

w̃~qz,i1qz, j !

w̃~qz,i2qz, j !
, ~1!

and

t i j8 5t i j

1

w̃~qz,i2qz, j !
, ~2!

where

qz,i5
2p

l
cosu i , ~3!

l is the photon wavelength,u i is the propagation angle is
layer i ~N.B., qz,i is the component of the momentum trans-
fer vector along the substrate normal in layeri! andw̃ is the
Fourier transform of the derivative~along theẑ direction! of
the interface profile function.26 Several interface profile func-
tions were investigated, including the exponential, linear,
sinusoidal, step, and error-function profiles described in

Refs. 24 and 26. Analysis of the specular reflectance data
was used to determine the interface widthss i as well as the
individual W and Si layer thicknesses.

Nonspecular x-ray reflectance analysis can be used to
distinguish between interfacial roughness and interfacial dif-
fuseness, since interfacial roughness results in increased non-
specular scattering, whereas interfacial diffuseness does not.
Nonspecular measurements performed here were made in
‘‘rocking scan’’ geometry, i.e., the sample is rotated and the
detector fixed, so that the incidence angle~u! is varied while
the detector angle~2u! is constant. The measured data were
compared with calculations of the nonspecular reflected in-
tensity made using the distorted-wave born approximation
~DWBA! formalism,27–30 computed as a function ofqi , the
component of the momentum transfer vector in the plane of
the film:

qi5Aqx
21qy

2

5
2p

l
Asin2 uout1sin2 u in22 sinuoutsinu in, ~4!

whereu5p/2–u in , and 2u5p –u in–uout ~see Fig. 1!. We
assume that each interface in the multilayer stack can be
described by a power-spectral-density~PSD! function s(qi)
parameterized by an interfacial roughnesss r , an in-plane
correlation lengthj i , and a jaggedness parameterH, and that
roughness correlations between two interfacesi and j can be
described by a vertical correlation functioncji of the form30

cji
'5expS 2 (

n5 j ,

j .21

zn /j'D , ~5!

wherej' is the vertical correlation length,zn is the thickness
of layer n, and j ,5min(j,i). Following de Boer,31 the PSD
of the j th interface is thus given by

sj~qi!5exp~2zjj'!
4pH js r , j

2 j i , j
2

~11uqi , j u2j i , j
2 !11H j

. ~6!

The Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients,
which are used to compute the electric field intensities
needed for the DWBA, were modified~as in the case of the
specular reflectance computations described above! assum-
ing an interfacial diffusenesssd ; the total interface widths
~i.e., the interface width determined from specular reflec-
tance analysis! is related to the interfacial roughnesss r and

FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the scattering angles for nonspecular x-ray
reflectance measurements. The incident and scattered photons have momen-
tum k andk8, respectively.
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interfacial diffusenesssd by s5As r
21sd

2. Rocking-scan
measurements were thus used to estimate the parameterssd ,
s r , j i , H, andj' .

High-energy reflectance measurements were made on se-
lected depth-graded multilayer samples at beamlines BM5
and ID 15A at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
~ESRF!. A detuned double-reflection Si monochromator in
reflection geometry was used over the range 18–54 keV at
bend-magnet beamline BM5, while higher energy measure-
ments~65–212 keV! made using the insertion device beam-
line ID 15A utilized a double-reflection Si~311! monochro-
mator in the Laue geometry. Reflectance measurements were
made in theu–2u geometry, using PIN diodes for both de-
tector and monitor signals. The spectral resolution for all
measurements was of the order ofDE/E51024, while the
angular resolution was of the order of 0.003°. The measured
reflectance data were compared with calculations made using
IMD, as described above.

III. RESULTS

Shown in Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional TEM image showing
a portion ~near the top! of a depth-graded W/Si multilayer
containing 150 bilayers, with bilayer thicknesses in the range
d53.33– 29.6 nm. This film is designed to have high reflec-
tance up to the WK edge nearE570 keV at grazing inci-
dence angles nearu50.095°, as required for a portion of the
mirrors used in the HEFT telescope:32 the bilayer thickness
distribution for this film is given by

di5
10.27

~ i 20.991!0.225, i 51,...,150, ~7!

wheredi is the thickness~in nm! of the i th bilayer, with the
topmost bilayer corresponding toi 51.33

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the Si layers~light bands!
are amorphous, as are the W layers~dark bands! in all but the
top three bilayers (d.8.8 nm) where lattice fringes from in-
dividual W crystallites are visible. The Si and W layers are
separated by relatively thin amorphous interlayers, presum-
ably of mixed W–Si composition~gray bands!, which are
easier to see in the high-resolution images~obtained at
Scherzer defocus! of layers near the bottom and the top of
the same multilayer film, having bilayer thicknesses of ap-
proximatelyd;3.4 and;6.9 nm, shown in Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!, respectively. A slight asymmetry in the W-on-Si vs
Si-on-W interlayers is visible in these images~in accord with
the results obtained with periodic W/Si multilayers reported
by Petford-Longet al.,12 and by Saldittet al.19! as is a small
increase in the interlayer widths with increasing bilayer
thickness: by observing the image contrast in these TEM
images we estimate, for example, interlayer widthsdW-on-Si

50.83 nm anddSi-on-W50.58 nm for the layers havingd
53.43 nm, anddW-on-Si51.08 nm anddSi-on-W50.63 nm for
the layers havingd56.86 nm, somewhat smaller values than
those reported by Shih and Stobbs9 and by Petford-Long
et al.12

SAED images obtained near the bottom and topmost lay-
ers of the multilayer stack are shown in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!.
Diffraction spots marked in Fig. 3~d! correspond toa-phase
cubic tungsten, with lattice parametera;0.315 nm and
space groupIm3m. In contrast, the SAED image obtained

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of the top portion
~i.e., the top;28 bilayers! of a depth-graded W/Si multilayer structure.
Selected bilayer indices and thicknesses@as per Eq.~7!# are indicated. The
W ~dark bands! and Si~light bands! layers are separated by thin amorphous
W–Si interlayers~gray bands!. Note that the topmost Si layer is not com-
pletely visible in this image.

FIG. 3. High resolution TEM images of bilayers near the bottom~a! and top
~b! of the structure shown in Fig. 2. SAED images obtained near the bottom
~c! and top ~d! of the same structure. The W diffraction peaks labeled
~1, 2, 3, 4! in ~d! correspond to lattice spacingsd5(0.221,0.129,
0.113,0.099) nm, and Miller indices (hkl)5@(110),(211),(220),(310)#.
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near the bottom of the film@Fig. 3~c!# shows only a diffuse
ring pattern; the average radius of each ring is close to that of
cubic tungsten. Although we cannot exclude the possibility
of extremely fine-grained material, this result suggests that
the W layers are amorphous in these thinner layers, which is
unexpected in view of the metallic nature of W. However, a
possible explanation can be that the ‘‘pure’’ W layers@ex-
cluding the thickest W layers near the film surface which
show well-defined diffraction spots as shown in Fig. 3~d!#
are actually composed of some amorphous WxSiy phase that
forms as a result of Si diffusion.

Shown in Fig. 4 is the grazing incidence x-ray reflec-
tance measured for a periodic W/Si multilayer film contain-
ing 20 bilayers. This particular film was deposited at an ar-
gon pressurePAr51.5 mTorr, and with a target-to-substrate
distanceD57.5 cm.

We have attempted to fit the experimental reflectance
data~for the sample shown in Fig. 4 as well as many others!
assuming a variety of models, including layers composed
either of pure amorphous Si and pure W, or of Si and WxSiy ,
with either symmetric or asymmetric W-on-Si and Si-on-W
widths ~as suggested by the TEM results! using the modified
Fresnel coefficient approach, trying various combinations of
each of the interface profile functions mentioned above, as
well as a model in which the amorphous W–Si interlayers
are treated as separate layers~with and without nonzero in-
terface widths!. In spite of these various attempts to reconcile
the TEM and x-ray reflectance data, we find that the best
match between measurement and calculation is obtained with
a model that includes layers composed of pure W and Si,
with interface imperfections described by the error-function
interface profile@in which case the functionw̃ in Eqs.~1! and
~2! described above is given byw̃(qz,i)5exp(2si

2qz,i
2 /2)# us-

ing symmetric W-on-Si and Si-on-W interface widths. Using
this model, we can adjust the individual W and Si layer
thicknesses in order to accurately match the relative Bragg
peak intensities; however if asymmetric interface widths are
used, then the Bragg peak intensities tend to only decrease
monotonically with increasing graze angle. Other interface

profile functions~e.g., the exponential function! can result in
somewhat larger interface widths, although they produce no
significant improvement in the fit. Likewise, modeling the
W–Si interlayers as separate layers only results in greater
computational costs while providing no clear benefit with
regard to reproducing the measured reflectance, and the in-
terlayer thicknesses that give the best match between mea-
surement and calculation in this case are still much smaller
than those observed by TEM. We do find a substantial im-
provement by including a SiO2 overlayer, however, particu-
larly at graze angles just greater than the critical angle for
total external reflection, where the reflectance is most sensi-
tive to the condition of the film surface: assuming that the
top layer of Si is fully oxidized~resulting from exposure to
air!, and with approximately equal densities for amorphous
Si and amorphous SiO2 ~i.e., rSi;ra-SiO2

;2.2 g/cm3!, the

thickness of the amorphous SiO2 layer is related to the amor-
phous Si layer thickness byda-SiO2

51.57dSi .

We thus show for comparison in Fig. 4 calculated reflec-
tance curves computed with identical W-on-Si and Si-on-W
interface widthss50.175, 0.275, and 0.375 nm, assuming
an error-function interface profile, and an amorphous SiO2

overlayer having a thicknessda-SiO2
54.56 nm. ~The SiO2

surface roughness was taken assa-SiO2
50.3 nm, while the Si

wafer substrate roughness was taken asssubstrate50.2 nm.!
The experimental Bragg peak intensities are best matched for
the calculation usings50.275 nm, particularly at the largest
graze angles where the sensitivity is greatest for reflectance
changes resulting from small changes ins. By matching the
positions and relative intensities of the Bragg peaks, the ap-
parent layer thicknesses were determined to bedW

52.15 nm anddSi52.90 nm. Thus the multilayer period~d!
and relative volume fraction of Si~G! are d5dW1dSi

55.05 nm andG5dSi /(dW1dSi)50.575, respectively.
Shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are the specular and nonspecular

reflectance data for otherwise identical periodic W/Si films
containing 100 bilayers, deposited withPAr52 mTorr, but
with target-to-substrate distancesD510.8 cm ~Fig. 5! and
D511.5 cm ~Fig. 6!. From the specular reflectance data
@Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!#, we estimate comparable periods for the
two films ~d53.925 nm vsd53.750, withG50.63 in both
cases!, but the interface properties are evidently different: the
Bragg peak intensities for graze angles greater thanu;4°
are markedly smaller for the film deposited withD
511.5 cm, and we thus infers50.40 nm for this film versus
s50.30 nm for the film havingD510.8 cm. From the non-
specular data@Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! and 6~b! and 6~c!#, which
correspond to rocking scans that intersect the second and
third Bragg peaks~the ‘‘2u’’ values are indicated!, we find
reasonable agreement with experiment assuming~symmetric
W-on-Si and Si-on-W! interface roughness values ofs r

50.175 nm for the caseD510.8 cm vss r50.275 nm for the
case D511.5 cm, and with identical values ofsd

50.25 nm, j i50.7 nm, H50.65, andj'515 nm for both
films. Note that~a! the same interface parameters~i.e., sd ,
s r , j i , H, andj'! adequately describe both rocking scans in
the case of each film, and~b! the interfacial roughness and

FIG. 4. Specular x-ray (E58.04 keV) reflectance of a periodic W/Si
multilayer containing 20 bilayers. Calculations made using various interface
widths are indicated.
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diffuseness values inferred from the nonspecular data are
consistent with the interface widths determined from specu-
lar reflectance, i.e.,s5As r

21sd
2, for both films. The param-

eters determined here for the films shown in Figs. 4–6 do not
represent statistically significant fit parameters, but suggest
nonetheless that the interfacial roughnesses increase with
both increasing argon pressure and with increasing target-to-
substrate distance.

Shown in Fig. 7 are the specular reflectance scans for
two nominally identical W/Si periodic multilayers containing
20 bilayers, and having a periodd55.6 nm~with G50.585!,
deposited withPAr51.5 mTorr andD511.5 cm, but pre-
pared at different background pressures: by adjusting the
pumpdown time in the vacuum system prior to deposition,

FIG. 5. Specular~a! and nonspecular rocking scans made through the sec-
ond ~b! and third~c! Bragg peaks~2u values are indicated! for a periodic
W/Si multilayer containing 100 bilayers, deposited atPAr52 mTorr, and
with a target-to-substrate distanceD510.8 cm. Calculations made using the
parameters discussed in the text are shown for comparison as dotted lines.
Note that the footprint of the incident x-ray beam is larger than the sample
size for small values ofu, i.e., at the large negative values ofqi , which
explains why the measured intensity is substantially less than the calculated
intensity in these regions. Note also that the calculations do not include the
specular beam intensity apparent in the measured curves nearqi50.

FIG. 6. Similar to Fig. 5, but for a film deposited with a target-to-substrate
distanceD511.5 cm.
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one sample was prepared withPbackground5231027 Torr,
and the other withPbackground5831026 Torr. From these
data we find that the interface widths increase froms
50.30 to 0.35 nm with increasingPbackground. Again, the
reduction in specular reflectance due to the increased inter-
face widths is most apparent at the largest graze angles~i.e.,
u.;3.5°!. The increase in interface widths with increasing
background pressure was also observed in other films pre-
pared after various pumpdown times: the widths determined
from specular x-ray reflectance measurements consistently
increased froms50.30 for films prepared at background
pressures less than;531027, to s50.35 nm for those pre-
pared at pressures greater than;231026 Torr.

In order to deposit depth-graded W/Si multilayers hav-
ing accurately controlled layer thicknesses, it is necessary to
calibrate precisely the W and Si deposition rates. We have
performed such calibrations by depositing periodic multilay-
ers with bilayer thicknesses spanning the ranged
51.5– 30 nm~corresponding approximately to the range of
bilayer thickness needed for astronomical telescopes utiliz-
ing depth-graded x-ray multilayers operating over the range
E520– 200 keV!, and using specular x-ray reflectance
analysis to determine the apparent W and Si layer thick-
nesses as a function of the W and Si deposition times~i.e.,
the amount of time that the substrate spends over the W or Si
targets, as determined by the substrate rotation rate!. Shown
in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! are plots of apparent layer thickness
versus deposition time for W and Si, respectively, deter-
mined for periodic W/Si multilayers having relative W and
Si layer thicknesses in the rangeG50.52– 0.68, deposited at
magnetron powers (PW ,PSi)5(300 and 500 W) and~600
and 1000 W!. We observe from these data that the apparent
layer thicknesses are not linear with deposition time. The
thicknesses can be described as a bilinear function of time,
however, and such fits to the data are shown in Figs. 8~a! and
8~b!. These bilinear fits can be used to predict the measured
multilayer periods with an accuracy of better than 0.05 nm,
which is sufficient for the deposition of depth-graded multi-
layers for use as hard x-ray mirrors. We note also that from
fits to the specular reflectance data for the periodic multilay-

ers used to calibrate the deposition rates we find a slight
increase in the interface widths with increasing bilayer thick-
ness: the interface widths increase tos50.35 nm for struc-
tures havingd.;20 nm, relative to the interface widths in
the ranges50.275– 0.30 nm determined for structures hav-
ing smaller bilayer thicknesses. This last result is qualita-
tively consistent with the increase in W–Si interlayer thick-
nesses observed in TEM@e.g., Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# and may
be due to an increase in interfacial roughness associated with
the transition from amorphous to polycrystalline W layers as
observed by TEM and SAED.

For the fabrication of hard x-ray telescopes such as those
designed for HEFT and Constellation-X that will require
many square meters of coatings, we wish to deposit high-
quality ~i.e., small-s! films at the highest possible deposition
rates in order to minimize the coating time. The deposition
rates for sputtered films depend strongly on the power ap-
plied to the magnetrons. We have searched, therefore, for
any possible change in the interface widths for films depos-
ited at various magnetron powers. We have investigated by
x-ray reflectance analysis the interface widths in periodic
W/Si multilayers deposited at three W and Si power settings:
(PW ,PSi)5(200 and 200 W),~300 and 500 W!, and ~600
and 1000 W!. We find no systematic variation in the inter-
face widths with magnetron power, and in particular, we are

FIG. 7. Specular reflectance measurements for two W/Si multilayers con-
taining 20 bilayers, deposited at two differentPbackgroundpressures as indi-
cated.

FIG. 8. Layer thickness vs deposition time for W~a! and Si~b! determined
from x-ray reflectance analysis of multilayer films deposited at the magne-
tron powers indicated. Also shown are bilinear fits to these data.
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able to deposit high-quality films~i.e., those having interface
widths in the ranges50.275– 0.35 nm! at the highest prac-
tical power settings. We note that it is possible to use power
settings in excess of (PW ,PSi)5(600 and 1000 W), but the
greater deposition rates that result make it impossible to de-
posit multilayers having bilayer thicknesses as small asd
;1.5 nm~with G;0.55! given the maximum substrate rota-
tion velocity available in the deposition system used here.
Furthermore, high power settings result in greater target ero-
sion rates and consequently larger deposition rate drifts over
time; such drifts can be problematic with regard to the pro-
duction of depth-graded films that have accurately controlled
layer thicknesses.

Shown in Fig. 9~a! is the specular reflectance of the
depth-graded structure described above and shown in Fig. 2,
measured atE58.04 keV; shown in Fig. 9~b! are measured
reflectance versus incidence angle curves of an ostensibly
identical structure@i.e., one deposited just after the sample
shown in Fig. 9~a! and grown under identical conditions, but
on a thicker substrate, as described in Sec. II# measured at
ESRF at various energies over the range 18 keV,E
,170 keV. Shown for comparison~dotted lines! in Figs.
9~a! and 9~b! are calculations made using~symmetric! inter-
face widths that increase slightly towards the top of the film,
as suggested by the TEM and x-ray reflectance results de-

scribed above: for the calculations shown in Fig. 9, the in-
terface widths follows a distribution with depth into the film
given by

s i5
0.93

~ i 17.66!0.225, i 51,...,150 ~8!

@i.e., with the same exponent as for the bilayer thicknesses
given by Eq.~7!#, corresponding to interface widths in the
ranges50.275– 0.35 nm.34 The agreement is good between
the measured and calculated reflectance curves made using
this interface width distribution. We note, however, that no
significant difference was observed between measurements
and calculations made using the interface widths given by
Eq. ~8! and those made assuming constant interface widths
s;0.3 nm, shown, for example, in Fig. 9~b! as dashed lines.
Indeed, quantitative determination of interface parameters
drawn from the high-energy synchrotron data is unwarranted
in this case, given the relatively low dynamic range of these
measurements, and the consequently large experimental un-
certainties at the largest graze angles where the reflectance is
most sensitive to small changes ins.

Shown in Figs. 9~c! and 9~d! are plots of the reflectance
versus energy of the same depth-graded film, measured over
the range 18 keV,E,170 keV, at grazing incidence angles

FIG. 9. Specular reflectance for the depth-graded W/Si multilayers.~a! Reflectance vs grazing incidence angle atE58.04 keV made using a rotating anode
Cu source.~b! Reflectance vs grazing incidence angle at various energies~as indicated! made using synchrotron radiation. Reflectance vs energy data atu
50.095° ~c! and 0.075°~d!. Shown for comparison in~a!–~d! are calculations made using a depth-graded distribution of interface widths in the ranges
50.275– 0.35 nm@i.e., Eq.~8!#. Also shown in~b! are calculations made using a constant interface widths50.3 nm.
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u50.095° and 0.075°, respectively; also shown are the cal-
culated reflectance curves, made using the graded interface
width distribution just described, which agree favorably with
the measurements.35 The reflectance of this film drops
sharply above the WK edge (E;69.4 keV), where absorp-
tion in the film is high; the reflectance at the design incidence
angle @i.e., u50.095°, Fig. 9~c!# is only a few percent for
E.100 keV, however atu50.075° @Fig. 9~d!# the reflec-
tance is in excess of 10% up toE5170 keV. Depth-graded
coatings identical to those shown in Fig. 9, as well as other
coatings designed to operate at smaller graze angles, have
been deposited onto the curved glass substrates that will be
used for the HEFT hard x-ray telescope, and high energy
synchrotron reflectance measurements reveal equivalent per-
formance at the operational graze angles. The hard x-ray
performance of the HEFT telescope will be reported in detail
elsewhere.

In spite of the large absorption above the WK edge,
W/Si multilayers can still be used effectively for hard x-ray
mirrors that operate at energies substantially greater than 100
keV. For example, shown in Fig. 10 is the measured reflec-
tance versus energy~at an incidence angleu50.105°! for a
W/Si multilayer having a slight gradation in bilayer thick-
ness with depth: this film contains 800 bilayers, with bilayer
thicknesses in the range 2.09,d,2.25 nm. The peak reflec-
tance near the center of the Bragg peak~which is only
slightly broadened due to the small depth gradation! at E
5160 keV isR578.764%, which agrees with the expected
reflectance~shown as the dotted line in Fig. 10! within the
experimental uncertainty. This same film was also measured
at E5212 keV, where the peak reflectance was found to be
R576.564% atu50.08°, again in agreement with the ex-
pected value.

IV. DISCUSSION

The analysis of the specular and nonspecular x-ray re-
flectance measurements presented above suggests that the
dominant interface imperfection in high-quality sputtered
W/Si multilayer structures is interfacial diffuseness, un-

doubtedly corresponding to the amorphous W–Si interlayers
observed by TEM. These interlayers can form as a result of
diffusion during and possibly after film growth, and by mix-
ing resulting from energetic bombardment during growth, as
discussed by Hasanet al.11 and described above in Sec. II.
The slight asymmetry of the W-on-Si vs Si-on-W interlayers
observed by TEM~Figs. 2 and 3! is further evidence of mix-
ing resulting from energetic bombardment.

The small but nonetheless significant increase in interfa-
cial roughness determined from x-ray reflectance analysis
with argon pressure and target-to-substrate distance pre-
sented above~Figs. 4 and 5! can also be explained by ener-
getic bombardment. As already mentioned, films deposited
by magnetron sputtering can be subjected to a large energy
input during growth through collisions with energetic inci-
dent adatoms, Ar ions, and reflected neutral Ar atoms. These
collisions can drastically affect the film microstructure,
stress, and surface roughness through the so-called ‘‘atomic
peening’’ effect,36 and a large number of investigations have
been directed at understanding this phenomenon in thin
films.37–47 As a result of energetic bombardment, polycrys-
talline metal films prepared at low argon pressure in particu-
lar typically consist of tightly packed grains, with high-
density and low surface roughness, i.e., the zone T
microstructure first described by Thornton;38 high-density,
low roughness amorphous films~i.e., a-Si, a-C, etc.! can
also be produced by low-pressure magnetron sputtering. At
high argon pressure, however, as a result of thermalization
resulting from collisions in the gas phase, the amount of
energy delivered to the surface of the growing film can be
much lower. Consequently, in the case of low surface mobil-
ity adatoms~e.g., the room-temperature growth of W on Si
and Si on W!, the film roughness can be higher and the
density lower due to the large number of voids that can form
~i.e., zone 1 microstructure! because of shadowing during
growth.48

The energetics of the atomic peening process and the
effects of thermalization resulting from collisions in the gas
phase have been discussed by Somekh,49 and later by
Windischmann50 who suggests that the film microstructure
~and stress! is determined chiefly by the normalized momen-
tum Pn* 5g(ME)1/2, delivered to the growing film by an
energetic particle, whereM is the mass,E is the energy, and
g is the energetic particle/adatom flux ratio. The particle en-
ergy E depends on the productPArD of the argon pressure
PAr and the target-to-substrate distanceD: the distribution of
particle momenta will tend towards higher values for small
PArD relative to deposition at largePArD, conditions which
result in greater thermalization. The results presented above
showing increased interfacial roughness in periodic W/Si
multilayers with increasing argon pressure~similar to previ-
ously reported results in, e.g., Mo/Si multilayers51! and in-
creasing target-to-substrate distance are thus consistent with
this model of the energetics of the growth process.

The increase in interface widths with increasing back-
ground pressure reported above~Fig. 7! can also be ex-
plained in terms of the growth energetics. Background pres-
sure has been found previously to have a strong effect on
film stress in both periodic Mo/Si multilayers52 and in W/Cr

FIG. 10. Measured reflectance vs energy atu50.105° for a W/Si multilayer
containing 800 bilayers, with bilayer thicknesses in the range 2.09,d
,2.25 nm. The calculated reflectance usings50.3 nm interface widths is
shown for comparison.
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bilayer structures,53 and this effect can been attributed to a
trend from a zone T towards a zone 1 microstructure result-
ing from the reduction in surface mobility due to impurity
gas atoms~H, O, etc.! present in the vacuum system during
deposition and, more importantly, on the surface of the
growing film. As just described, this change in microstruc-
ture ~and stress! is associated with increased roughness re-
sulting from shadowing during growth. It is possible, there-
fore, that the observed increase in interface widths with
increasing background pressure is due to increased interfa-
cial roughness resulting from an impurity-induced reduction
in adatom surface mobility.

The lack of any observed variations in interface width
with magnetron power is somewhat surprising in light of the
sensitive dependence of microstructure on particle energetics
just described, given that higher magnetron powers corre-
spond to larger voltages present between the target and the
substrate. Larger voltages would be expected to result in in-
creased energy delivered to the film surface by particle bom-
bardment. However without a detailed molecular dynamics
simulation of the sputtering process it is difficult to deter-
mine quantitatively how the distribution of particle energies
will vary with magnetron voltage for a particular deposition
geometry. It is conceivable, therefore, that the large varia-
tions in magnetron power investigated here~which corre-
spond to approximately linear voltage changes! produce only
small changes in the energy distribution of particles striking
the film surface during growth.

Various mechanisms can be invoked to explain the ob-
served nonlinear dependence of layer thickness with deposi-
tion time shown in Fig. 8. In particular, diffusion and W–Si
interlayer formation, as well as the resputtering process dis-
cussed in Sec. I, undoubtedly all play some role. However,
we have not made any attempt to model the observed behav-
ior quantitatively, given the difficulty in reconciling TEM
and x-ray reflectance analysis results used to determine the
relative thicknesses of the ‘‘pure’’ Si and W layers, and
W–Si interlayers. Perhaps in the future new models can be
developed to describe the x-ray reflectance in which better
agreement can be obtained between the model parameters
~i.e., layer thicknesses, interface widths, etc.! and those pa-
rameters then can be determined accurately from TEM. In
any case, the bilinear fits to the observed deposition rates
shown in Fig. 8 can be used to predict the measured
multilayer periods with high accuracy, as is apparent from
the good agreement between the measured and calculated
high-energy reflectance data shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

V. CONCLUSION

We have used electron microscopy and x-ray scattering
to investigate the growth and structure of periodic and depth-
graded W/Si multilayer structures prepared by magnetron
sputtering under various deposition conditions. From elec-
tron microscopy we observea-phase polycrystalline W in
W/Si bilayers thicker thand;8 nm, but only amorphous~or
possibly extremely fine-grained polycrystalline! material in
thinner layers. We also observe amorphous W–Si inter-
layers, with a slight asymmetry in the W-on-Si (dW-on-Si

;0.8– 1.0 nm) vs Si-on-W (dSi-on-W;0.6 nm) interfaces.
From x-ray analysis, we find interface widths in the range
s50.275– 0.35 nm for multilayer films deposited at low ar-
gon pressure, and somewhat larger interface widths~i.e., s
50.35– 0.4 nm! for structures grown at higher Ar pressures,
higher background pressures, or with larger target-to-
substrate distances.

Apart from the apparent discrepancy between the inter-
face widths inferred from electron microscopy and those de-
termined from specular and nonspecular x-ray reflectance
analysis, these measurements suggest that the dominant in-
terface imperfection in these films is interfacial diffuseness;
interfacial roughness is minimal in structures prepared under
optimal conditions, but can increase for films grown under
conditions in which the beneficial effects of energetic bom-
bardment during growth are compromised~e.g., higher argon
pressures, etc.!, as we have discussed above in detail.~Of
course interfacial roughness will be greater for films depos-
ited on rough substrates.!

X-ray reflectance analysis was also used to measure the
variation in the W and Si deposition rates with bilayer thick-
ness and as a function of magnetron power. We find that the
W and Si layer thicknesses are nonlinear with deposition
time, and we have discussed how diffusion, mixing due to
energetic bombardment, and resputtering might explain these
results. We have also discussed how bilinear fits to the mea-
sured thickness versus time data can be used to predict the
measured multilayer periods with accuracy sufficient for the
growth of depth-graded structures for use as hard x-ray re-
flectors. We find no increase in interface width as a function
of magnetron power, but we do observe a slight increase in
interface width for multilayers having periods greater than
;20 nm. This last result may be due to the transition from
amorphous to polycrystalline W layers observed by TEM
and SAED.

The hard x-ray reflectance obtained from an optimized
depth-graded W/Si multilayer over the range 18 keV,E
,170 keV, as shown in Fig. 9, is consistent with the rela-
tively small interface widths determined from~8 keV! x-ray
reflectance analysis, as is evident by the good agreement
between measurements and calculations made using either a
depth-graded distribution of interface widths in the ranges
50.275– 0.3 nm~i.e., as suggested by 8 keV x-ray analysis!,
or a constant interface width ofs50.3 nm for all interfaces
in the stack. The reflectance of this structure at the opera-
tional graze angle (u50.095°) is in excess of 50% over the
entire design energy range 20 keV,E,69.4 keV, and is in
excess of 10% up toE5170 keV atu50.075°. We also find
good agreement between reflectance measurements and cal-
culations made for a graded W/Si structure containing 800
bilayers, designed for use above 100 keV, where the peak
reflectance atE5212 keV, e.g., was measured to beR
576.564% at a graze angle ofu50.08°.

The results presented here showing high reflectance at
hard x-ray energies up to 200 keV indicate that depth-graded
W/Si multilayer coatings can be used for practical hard x-ray
reflectors, and in particular for the new generation of hard
x-ray astronomical telescopes currently being developed1–4

that are designed to operate at energies below 100 keV, and
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possibly for future telescopes designed to operate at energies
in excess of 100 keV. High quality films can be deposited by
~low-pressure! magnetron sputtering, a deposition technique
that is easily scaled for large area coatings. We note, in fact,
that in order to produce in a reasonable amount of time the
many square meters of coated mirrors that will be required
for these telescopes, either multiple deposition systems
and/or deposition systems using much larger magnetron
cathodes likely will berequired, since the total deposition
times clearly increase linearly with the substrate dimensions.
That is, although we find that high-quality films can be pro-
duced at high magnetron power settings, the deposition rates
cannot be increased indefinitely: as we have discussed, the
higher deposition rates that can be obtained at higher powers
can result in greater deposition rate drifts, and also make it
impossible to deposit multilayers having arbitrarily small bi-
layer thicknesses given a minimum deposition time per layer,
e.g., as determined by the rotational velocity of the substrate,
or by whatever other mechanism~e.g., shutters, etc.! might
be used to control the deposition time.
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